Computer reverse projection photogrammetry (CRPP) is a technique of using computer software to obtain information from images. Use of this process can facilitate the analysis of a computer animation that depicts the reconstruction of an accident. This paper defines several digital image analysis techniques with a focus on CRPP and illustrates methods of employing their procedures. Specific aspects of animation validation and a description of the information needed to accurately complete an analysis also are described. In addition to discussing specific types of animation validation, the computer software and hardware required to perform analyses for a variety of platforms are mentioned.
INTRODUCTION
CRPP is a technique utilized by accident reconstructionists to locate information from photographs through the use of computer software. Though the mathematical theory behind the process of photogrammetry is beyond the scope of this paper, the foundation for photogrammetry and its use in accident reconstruction has previously been established in a variety of papers [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .
CRPP is a means of replicating the process of camera reverse projection photogrammetry in a digitally modeled computer environment. Photogrammetry is normally used in the accident reconstruction field as a process of locating accident results from photographs. CRPP can also be used as a process to locate objects in computer generated images [1, 2] .
As outlined by Grimes [21] , all forms of computer graphics that are to be used for accident reconstruction should be documented so others can duplicate the imagery. Unfortunately, not all consultants follow this proposed standard. In addition, some animation producers misrepresent the information they are trying to depict.
Because of these possible misrepresentations, digital image analysis can be a helpful tool when examining imagery for flaws in animation. There are several methods of analysis available to consultants including CRPP, information gathering, pixel measurement, target projection, inset video, pixel color acquisition and animation replication. Animation and computer imagery can be used to replicate data and validate a variety of issues, not just form an unforgettable image in the eyes of jurors as previously reported [22] .
ACCIDENT RECONSTRUCTION APPLICATIONS
CRPP and other image analyses can be effectively utilized to validate many issues arising from computer created digital imagery. These issues include the following:
SIGHT OBSTRUCTION -The advent of digital threedimensional modeling has enabled consultants to accurately study sight obstructions (Figure 1 ) caused by a variety of objects [23, 3] . CRPP and other image analyses can be used to validate the position and dimension of the objects being studied. In addition, camera properties used to replicate the individual's view being studied can be determined. OBJECT MOTION -Digital imagery frequently takes the form of object animation in accident reconstruction. These animations include scientific visualizations of human and vehicle dynamics, time-distance studies, mechanical failure, slow-motion analyses, etc [2, 3] . CRPP and other image analyses combined with a knowledge of the animations frame rate can be used to validate the position, velocity and acceleration of the depicted objects. Analyses of slow-motion animation can even be performed if the video time [21] is known. Slow-motion video is frequently portrayed as animation at a slower time step, not image repetition as previously reported [24] .
OBJECT INTERACTION -Accident reconstruction involves humans, vehicles and other components interacting in an environment. These object interactions can be illustrated through digital imagery [2] . CRPP and other types of analyses can be utilized to ensure that the interaction is depicted as intended and that the images do not defy properties of matter (i.e. solid objects passing through other solid objects - Figure 2 ). OBJECT PLACEMENT -Accident results such as road scars, tiremarks, debris, vehicle locations, etc. typically are measured by hand, coordinate measuring machines [4, 25] , or photogrammetry. When these measured objects are depicted in digital imagery, their positions are defined relative to a digital three-dimensional environment. CRPP and other forms of analyses can be used to validate and reconstruct the placement of these objects thereby ensuring an accurate representation of the environment.
OBJECT MODELING -The objects rendered in digital images can be modeled by the consultant or purchased from three-dimensional model vendors [4] . Regardless of the origin, three-dimensional modeling is important to accurately depict the event in question [2] . CRPP and other forms of analyses can be used to determine specific object dimensions or sizing ratios that can be compared against collected data.
OBJECT SURFACING -Surfacing is a process used by animators to give digital objects their realistic appearance. Though a variety of image editing programs can be used to collect color data from the surfaces of objects, extreme care should be exercised in analyzing the collected data. Extreme care in this instance includes the proper sampling of color data, as well as deciding on whether or not closely matching the color of the digital objects to the actual environment is important to the event being portrayed.
VIOLATION OF PHYSICAL LAWS -Because most animation packages are created for artists, as well as engineers, digital three-dimensional environments typically are not constrained by physical laws. Consequently, animations depicting accident reconstructions could potentially violate physical laws [2] . CRPP and other forms of analyses can be used to gather the data necessary to validate an object's adherence to physical laws (i.e. the law of gravity).
DATA CONVERSION AND INTERPRETATIONBecause many animators lack technical proficiency, accident reconstruction skills and basic engineering knowledge, it is possible that the data produced by an expert or simulation program may be incorrectly applied to a digital object [2] . CRPP and other forms of analyses can be utilized to gather position, rotation and motion data for comparison against known values.
VIRTUAL CAMERA SETTINGS -Digital images depicting accident reconstructions utilize virtual cameras as both a cinematic tool and a means of replicating a witness' view. Since many animators lack technical backgrounds, virtual cameras are not always defined properly and can depict a view inappropriate for a specific case [2] . CRPP and other types of analyses can be used to determine the camera's location, rotation and lens settings to validate items such as image dimension, position and perspective.
PHOTOGRAPH / OBJECT TRANSITIONS -Animators occasionally use transitions from photographs to images of digital objects to demonstrate accuracy. When these transitions are created without applying a scientific approach to determining the proper camera settings and digital object positioning, these transitions can be misleading to the intended audience. CRPP and other types of analyses can be used to determine the accuracy of the camera position or object placement used for the image transitions. FRAME, TIME AND DISTANCE LEGENDS -Composite images depicting legends of video time, frame count, or the distance traveled by a particular object can be beneficial to illustrating an event. However, they can be improperly implemented, misleading the intended audience. CRPP and other types of analyses can be used to validate the items depicted in the legends.
LIGHTING AND ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS -Lighting and atmospheric effects are utilized by some animators to depict low-light accidents, rain, snow, fog, etc. [2, 3] . Analyzing these animations may require collecting information from the opposition's site examination including the methods used to determine the lighting (ambient conditions, color, intensity, fall-off and shadowing properties), as well as their methods for determining how the light reacted to the surface of all the objects present at the site (base color, luminosity, diffusion, diffusion termination, specular level, specular highlights, glossiness, reflectivity, transparency and refraction). Once this information is gathered, a variety of image editing programs can be used to collect color data from the digital objects and the depicted environment. Extreme care should be exercised in analyzing and critiquing data collected from digital imagery claiming to demonstrate decreased visibility caused by lighting or atmospheric effects. This includes the proper sampling of color data, as well as deciding on whether or not closely matching the lighting and atmospheric effects to the actual environment is important to the event being portrayed.
EXPERT OPINION -Digital imagery can be used to illustrate a consultant's opinion [2, 26] . CRPP and other types of image analyses can be utilized to ensure that the images accurately depict the views expressed by the consultant.
PROCESS OF CRPP
Though the steps required by the various dedicated photogrammetry software packages to analyze computer imagery are beyond the scope of this paper, CRPP, as discussed in this paper, can be performed by following a seven step process. These steps include a determination of the available animation data, data type to study, control used for comparison, CRPP method to utilize, camera orientation, object positions and measurement, and necessary calculations.
STEP 1 -ACQUISITION OF ANIMATION DATA -
The quality and amount of available data affect the accuracy of an accident reconstruction [6] . Because data quality and quantity also affect the analysis of accident reconstruction imagery, the analyst should collect as much information as possible. If the animation was documented as proposed by Grimes [21] , then little, if any additional information, should be required from the animation producer. However, in those circumstances, where little or no data was provided, the analyst should request further information describing the animation.
The specific amount of information required to perform an analysis varies from case to case. Though the human eye has the capability to distinguish minute variations in images [27] , the necessity for an "exact" replication of a digital image is typically not required. The information requested, however, should provide sufficient detail for an animator with the same hardware and software to replicate the substance of the images. This requested information may include the following parameters:
Object Dimensions -The dimensions used to model digital objects should be collected. If the digital object in question was commercially purchased, then only information about the model's manufacturer and any dimensional validation performed is necessary.
Motion Parameters -Any and all data used to define the position, rotation, velocity, acceleration, scaling, keypoint interpolation, pivot point, parenting, motion controls and motion looping of an object with respect to time (frame number) should be requested.
Position, Rotation, Velocity and Acceleration -These four parameters are self explanatory and frequently are seen in an accident reconstruction context. Scaling -Scaling parameters can expand or compress an object in a defined direction.
Keypoint Interpolation -When assigning motion to an object, an animator might use a series of keyframes. If this technique is used, the computer is required to interpolate the data between the keyframes (See Appendix A). This interpolation technique should be thoroughly documented.
Pivot Point -When reconstructing traffic accidents it often is beneficial to define the motion of a vehicle with respect to the vehicle's center of gravity. However, a commercially purchased digital vehicle may or may not have its pivot point (vehicle fixed origin) defined as the center of gravity. In these instances, the animator may need to move the pivot point to match the consultant's data. If this is true, the method used to move the pivot point and the method of validation used to determine that the pivot point is properly placed should be documented.
Parenting -The concept of object parenting often is used by animators to efficiently move one object with respect to another. An example of this is the motion of a wheel with respect to a car. Though the wheel may change its position and rotation with respect to the vehicle over time, it usually stays within close proximity. In this instance, an animator may define a linking hierarchy that parents the wheel to the motion of the vehicle decreasing the data required for animating the wheel.
Motion Controls -Some animation packages offer motion controls for digital objects. Motion control frequently appears with the use of inverse kinematics and can limit the motion of an object. When pedestrians are used in accident reconstruction animations, motion controls can be used to define the motion of the body parts. An example includes limiting a forearm's rotation about the elbow to one axis.
Motion Looping -Another tool used by animators to reduce input data is motion looping. A walking pedestrian sometimes is represented by looping the motion characteristics of a single step. If this is used to define motion, it should be documented.
Virtual Camera Parameters -All motion, lens settings and characteristics of the virtual camera should be well documented. Many programs allow the virtual camera's motion to be scripted in a manner as defined in the previous Motion Parameters section. In addition, virtual cameras may offer the ability to target another entity in the animation or have defined "up-vectors" that force the virtual camera to always align itself along a defined axis.
Also, like traditional cameras, virtual cameras can have their lens settings defined and, in some instances, varied with respect to time (frame). These lens settings may include an equivalent lens setting, a general film size, a zooming factor, the horizontal and vertical fields of view, and the focal length.
Virtual cameras may have general characteristics that vary between software packages. These characteristics may include a means of defining resolution and pixel aspect ratios. These parameters are important when rendering is performed for a specific playback device. For example, images rendered to a video laserdisc most likely would be rendered with 640 x 480 square pixels, while an NTSC video display device would most likely use 720 x 486 rectangular pixels at a 0.9 width to height ratio.
Lighting Parameters -The number and properties of each of the lights used to create the computer imagery should be documented. This includes the position, rotation, motion, ambient intensity, color, shadowing and type of light.
Surfacing Information -Contrary to the previously reported views on 24-bit color images [28] , "true color" imagery rapidly is becoming a necessity in accident reconstruction images. The proliferation of "photo-realistic" digital images in our society has facilitated the need for "true color" digital images when realistic portrayals of accidents are requested. These frequently created realistic portrayals are partially accomplished through a color mapping method called surfacing.
Surfacing is the technique used to give an object a realistic appearance and can be very complex. The necessity of accurately documenting each of these parameters is dependent upon the information being displayed. In some instances, it may be necessary to request the surfacing characteristics of an object. These characteristics could include bump maps, texturing (image maps, orientation, size, reference objects, masking, transparency and motion), and color properties (base color, luminosity, diffusion, diffusion termination, specular level, specular highlights, glossiness, reflectivity, transparency and refraction).
Effect Characteristics -Like surfacing information, special effects and color filters may or may not need to be documented to replicate computer imagery. There are numerous special effects and filtering options available to an animator. Because of the large number of potential parameters that exist, no specific effect characteristics will be listed. Nevertheless, these characteristics may be important in replicating another animator's work.
Image Capture -If the requested data is potentially inaccurate, limited, or cannot be obtained, it may be necessary to capture frames from the source containing the computer imagery --typically VHS video or laser videodisc. Contrary to the information previously reported [26, 28] , uncompressed true-color digital imagery can be captured and played in real-time with performance controls to ensure accurate playback and record speeds. STEP 2 -DETERMINATION OF DATA TYPE -The next step in performing a CRPP analysis is to determine from the digital imagery the type of data to study. Most issues resolved by CRPP have data types that can be categorized as either space or time dependent.
Space Dependent -Space dependent data are those computer image characteristics that can be analyzed without any variance in time. In animation terms, this means that a single image or frame can be used for the analyses. Space dependent analyses include locating accident results (gouges, tiremarks, liquid debris, etc.), final rest position of vehicles and bodies, and object measurement.
Time Dependent -Time dependent data are those computer image characteristics that can only be observed through time variance. In animation terms, this means that at least two different images or frames are required for the analyses. Time dependent analyses include velocity and acceleration studies. STEP 3 -DETERMINATION OF CONTROL -Once the data type and number of images to analyze have been determined, the source data that will be used as a control when comparing it to the selected imagery must be chosen. This control most likely will be digitally modeled objects created by the animator performing the analysis. The reasons for this are as follows:
Inability to Assume Accurate Modeling -Because the image being examined has been created artificially, the analyst most likely cannot assume that the digital models depicted were properly created. Therefore, comparison of the image in question to a photograph of correct object proportions is difficult. Using objects digitally created by the analyst ensures proper dimensioning of the models for comparison to the images in question. For example, the analyst may have three-dimensional data that locates a mail box, two telephone poles and a stop sign depicted in the image to be studied. This data may or may not be useful because the analyst does not know whether the mailbox, telephone poles and stop sign were properly modeled and positioned. CRPP in this instance could potentially return reasonable results that are incorrect due to the inconsistencies with the models.
Difficulty in Using Other Images as a Control -CRPP is based on aligning a digital image to a specific virtual camera view containing accurately modeled digital objects. Therefore, performing CRPP by comparing digital images could complicate many digital measuring techniques. Making measurements from images without digital models that exist in a three-dimensional environment is difficult, as is finding a geometric relationship between the two images (assuming that the images' respective cameras were not in identical positions).
Some methods of photogrammetry allow measurements to be taken of objects that are depicted in multiple photographs at different views. CRPP is not conducive to making measurements with another image as a comparison control. Therefore, digital models created by the analyst performing the investigation often are more efficient.
Objects Out of Ground Plane -If the data to be analyzed includes objects out of the ground plane in the digital environment, then properly created digital models most likely will be necessary to perform the analysis. An example of this can be seen when examining a roll-over situation in which the vehicle momentarily is not touching the ground. Photogrammetry techniques that rely purely on photographic comparison may not be applicable in this instance. However, CRPP still can be performed with a digital model of the object if the original camera location can be found through control comparisons. STEP 4 -DETERMINATION OF CRPP METHODDetermining a specific CRPP method suitable for the analyst's equipment and the data type being studied is the next step of a CRPP analysis. These methods include foreground compositing, background compositing and dedicated software packages.
Foreground Compositing -Foreground compositing is the CRPP method that most closely resembles camera reverse projection photogrammetry in its approach. This method requires an image containing the control points to be measured and a digital three-dimensional environment. The computer software being utilized must be one that enables its user to map an image to the virtual camera. The mapped image overlays the modeled site in the same way that a slide is seen when performing camera reverse projection photogrammetry. Foreground compositing can be performed using two methods: the traced overlay method or the original image method.
Traced Overlay Method -This type of foreground compositing uses an image that has been traced. Either a photograph or digital image can be used for the control points. The image can either be hand traced or digitally enhanced (Figure 3 
pixels clamped from view or sufficient alpha (transparency) applied, so that the modeled environment will show through ( Figure 3 ).
Hand-Traced: The hand-traced procedure is performed by overlaying either a photograph or printed computer image with a transparency and traced with a suitable pen. This transparency must then be scanned in order to be mapped to the virtual camera plane. Digitally Enhanced: The digital enhancement procedure can be performed on digital images with a variety of programs that enable color changes at the pixel level. To intensify the control points in an image, the user can mark the control points with colors typically not found at accident sites (intense purples, cyan, etc.) or erase all parts of the image that won't be used as control points [5] .
Original Image Method -In some instances, tracing an image is not necessary to perform foreground compositing and the original image can suffice for the control points. However, the image must still have some degree of alpha (transparency) applied or the digitally modeled site will not show through when mapped to the virtual camera plane.
Background Compositing -Background compositing is a CRPP method that also requires an image containing the control points to be measured, a digital three-dimensional environment and computer software that allows its user to map an image to the virtual camera. However, in using this method, the mapped image is not applied to the foreground of the camera plane, but to the background. Regardless of the motion of the virtual camera, the mapped image should be present, but located behind any digital three-dimensional models that exist in the direction the camera is facing [3, 5] .
Background compositing, like foreground compositing, can utilize traced images as well as the original image. However, it is not necessary to apply alpha (transparency) to background images. Instead, special consideration must be made with the digital three-dimensional models in the foreground. These considerations define the following three methods of background compositing:
Wire-Frame Object Method -The wire-frame method of background compositing is one that utilizes wire-frame representations of the digital models instead of those that are solid shaded. Wire-frame is considered a standard viewing technique for its lack of shading dependence and user interactivity at high polygon counts. Wire-frame also is beneficial in CRPP because it obstructs a small percentage of the background image.
Semi-Transparent Object Method -The semi-transparent object method is one that enables the analyst to use all of the digitally modeled objects in the scene. The objects, however, must be partially dissolved with transparency for the background image to show through.
Parsed Object Method -The parsed object method requires planning on the part of the analyst and may, in some situations, be difficult to use. This method requires that all digital models be separated into primary and secondary objects. The primary objects (those that are important to use as control points) must be visible, while secondary objects (those not important to the analysis of the image) must be turned off. If too much of the background image is blocked by primary objects after removing the secondary objects, it may be appropriate to also incorporate either the wire-frame method or the semitransparent method to the primary objects left in the scene.
Dedicated Software Packages -While most dedicated software packages utilize photogrammetric methods other than CRPP, they can still be used as a starting point for determining the appropriate virtual camera position and, in some instances, be used solely for the analysis of an image.
STEP 5 -CAMERA ORIENTATION -The next step in performing a CRPP analysis is to determine the proper camera properties, position and rotation in the digital three-dimensional environment that matches the image to be studied. This iterative process is similar to camera reverse projection photogrammetry in that it may require multiple adjustments to the virtual camera's focal length, position and rotation. STEP 6 -OBJECT PLACEMENT / MEASUREMENTDepending on the data type being studied, objects can now be positioned or measurements may be taken by three-dimensional measuring tools, digital scales, or marker placements.
Three-Dimensional Measuring Tool -A three-dimensional measuring tool is a utility offered by some software packages that allows an analyst to locate points and measure distances in three-dimensional space.
Digital Scales -A digital scale is a digitally modeled object that acts as a measuring tape. The object may be a series of different colored blocks each modeled as one inch cubes. This scale may then be moved to the area of interest in the ground plane.
Marker Placements -A marker could simply be a digitally modeled primitive (cube, sphere, cone, etc.) that is strategically placed to locate a specific item. STEP 7 -CALCULATION -After collecting the desired information from the images, any calculations necessary to validate the data being studied should be performed. This step is necessary for velocity and acceleration validations. Some of the kinematics equations for velocity and acceleration determination require time as an input. This can be ascertained using frame numbers and a knowledge of the animation's recorded frame rate. Most animations created for video playback in the United States use a 30fps (frames per second) NTSC standard frame rate, however animations created for film utilize a 24fps playback rate and animations created for the PAL standard play at 25fps. After determining the frame rate for an animation, converting frames to time is as simple as dividing the number of frames by the frame rate. For example, if the 347 th and 392 nd frames of a full-speed 30fps NTSC animation are analyzed, the difference in time between these two frames is equal to (392 frames -347 frames) / 30 fps = 45 frames / 30 fps = 1.5 sec.
CRPP ANALYSIS PRECAUTIONS
To facilitate accuracy in analyzing digital imagery, an investigator should be aware of the potential problem areas associated with CRPP. These areas of difficulty include camera settings and object locations.
CAMERA SETTINGS -The properties and equivalent lenses available to a virtual camera can be abundant depending on the animation package being used. When performing CRPP on digital images, the analyst should keep the following camera settings in mind:
The virtual camera used could be defined by "zoom," focal lengths, or field of views that would change its lens equivalent to a non-standard setting [26] .
The virtual camera could have been defined with an incorrect pixel aspect ratio for the output device being used. Poorly defined pixel aspect ratios for a given recording device can cause images to appear "stretched" (Figure 4 ).
OBJECT LOCATIONS -Measurements taken with CRPP become less accurate as the distance between the object being measured and the virtual camera increases [7] . When possible, the analyst should utilize images that depict the digital objects to be measured at a location close to that of the virtual camera. Figure 4 . A perfectly round sphere with the correct 0.9 aspect ratio pixel for an NTSC recording device on the left and an incorrect square pixel on the right.
PROCESS OF PIXEL MEASUREMENT ANALYSIS
Pixel measurement is an analysis technique that can be used to measure the relative size of objects depicted in digital images. With some virtual camera orientations, the process of CRPP, as previously defined, may not be necessary to analyze the data in question. Pixel measurement techniques may be utilized instead of CRPP when virtual camera orientations include plan view shots and object alignments. Plan view shots are those camera angles that present the environment in a manner similar to an aerial photograph. Object alignment shots include a camera fixed on an axis parallel, perpendicular, or at a specified angle to the object being studied. One of the most common examples of this camera position is a camera fixed to the center of a straight roadway.
This technique can be performed using a wide variety of image editors. The only software functionality required for pixel measurement analyses is image zooming capabilities, although a cursor location dialog is beneficial.
PIXEL MEASUREMENT ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS -
The first step in performing a pixel measurement analysis is to determine if the virtual camera's orientation relative to the object being measured is known. Without knowledge of the virtual camera's orientation, pixel measurement analysis becomes complicated. Oftentimes, this technique is utilized when a camera is positioned in the center of a roadway and the rotation of the virtual camera is such that its aiming point also is along the center of the road. This orientation is conducive to measuring an object's lateral dimension (width) relative to the road's width by simply counting the pixels at a fixed longitudinal distance ( Figure 5 ).
Orientation of the camera along an axis of the object to be measured is not necessarily a requirement. However, counting the pixels at a fixed longitudinal distance is complicated due to a requirement for trigonometric transformations to find a fixed longitudinal distance and by a need to approximate the angled line with "stair-stepped" pixels. If the camera orientation is not aligned with one of the object's axis, it most likely would be easier to perform CRPP than to measure the pixels. Figure 5 . An example of a good camera angle for pixel measurement utilization.
IMPORT AND MEASURE IMAGES -The process of importing and measuring images for a pixel measurement analysis can be performed through these steps:
1. Import the digital image into the image editing software package. The image should be captured with a high uncompressed resolution for the best results. Low resolution limits the amount of image data to work with and compression may change packets of pixels into an averaged color.
2. Choose a line of pixels that corresponds to a fixed longitudinal distance and goes through the object to be measured at the point where the object makes contact with the ground plane. For example, if a construction barrel on a roadway is the object to be measured, the pixels should be measured at the base of the barrel along a line of pixels perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the road.
3. Using the zooming utilities of the image editor, count the individual pixels lying on the chosen line of pixels. If the software package contains a cursor location dialog box that specifies the (x,y) location of the cursor in pixels or any other measurement unit, this process can be simplified. Otherwise, each pixel should be counted to determine the object's dimension.
4. Using the measured dimensions, ratios describing the measured objects can be formulated. And, by using the same construction barrel and roadway example, an analyst might find that the image being studied depicts a roadway as 528 pixels wide and the construction barrel as 24 pixels wide. This means that the roadway is 22 (528 pixels / 24 pixels) times larger than the barrel.
5. The ratios formulated by the measured objects can be compared to known facts for validation. In the roadway and construction barrel example, the analyst might have information that the roadway should be 22 feet wide and the barrel should be 2 feet wide. From performing the pixel measurement analysis, the analyst knows that either the barrel or the roadway depicted in the image is half the size it should be.
PIXEL MEASUREMENT ANAL\YSIS PRECAUTIONSFor reasons described below, analysts must pay special attention to compression effects, anti-aliased lines, ground plane intersections and fixed longitudinal distances when performing pixel measurement analyses.
Compression Effects -Computer imagery examination often requires an analyst to utilize hardware designed to capture digital images. Depending on the hardware device and image format used when acquiring images, the data to be analyzed may have a compression routine applied. In these instances, caution should be used during the image examination. A lossless compression routine, one that does not cause any image degradation, should not cause any problems. Lossy compression methods, however, do adversely affect image quality and should be used sparingly to limit pixel color change (Figure 6 ). Anti-aliased Lines -Anti-aliasing is a frequently used image editing utility that removes the jagged "stair-step" appearance of rendered digital objects. The digital objects may be comprised of straight lines and smooth curves, but these lines and curves must be approximated as a series of square or rectangular pixels in a digital image. Though anti-aliasing can dramatically improve the realism of an image, it also makes pixel measurement more difficult. Care should be taken when measuring an object that has had its edges softened through an antialiasing routine (Figure 7) . Ground Plane Intersections -Because animation packages can display a digital three-dimensional environment, caution must be exercised when measuring an object that appears to be in a ground plane. Most images acquired from a known context of images can be analyzed with an understanding of whether or not the digital objects depicted are in the ground plane. However, digital images that are not part of an animation or images depicting objects that have questionable intersections with respect to the digital ground plane should be examined cautiously due to the potential existence of optical illusions ( Figure 8 ). Fixed Longitudinal Distances -Creating a sizing ratio between multiple objects could be meaningless unless the measurements were taken along a line of known orientation with respect to the objects being measured. An easy method of object measurement is at a fixed longitudinal distance on the object. When using a roadway for sizing ratios, it is beneficial to choose a distance along the roadway and make all measurements along a perpendicular line. For example, if a lane line's width is to be compared to the width of a road, then a line should be drawn perpendicular to the road's surface going through the lane line. If the line to measure along is drawn perpendicular to the roadway, then the line will be at a fixed distance along the longitudinal axis of the roadway.
PROCESS OF TARGET PROJECTION
Target projection is a simple technique utilized by analysts to validate the target position of a virtual camera [2] . Depending on the characteristics of the accident being animated, the virtual camera may be used to replicate the view of a driver or pedestrian. In such instances, it may be important to highlight the specific location toward which the virtual camera is aimed. This highlight can be accomplished by mapping a small circle or target "crosshairs" in the center of the image.
PROCESS OF INSETTING VIDEO
Insetting a video is another means of image analysis. Virtual cameras are sometimes used to demonstrate the view of a driver or pedestrian. This requires an animator to define the virtual camera with properties that replicate the view of a human eye. Properly configuring a camera and rendering images in this way is not difficult with most animation packages. However, care must be taken when displaying these images on standard televisions to ensure that the images are not cropped.
DETERMINE SUPPORTING CONDITIONS -Insetting a video is not always required when demonstrating a view. Because inset video will take up a smaller portion of the screen, it is more difficult to view and thereby less desirable than a standard method of displaying images. However, if the possibility exists that the final display device will be a standard television and the displayed images depict primary objects entering from the edges of the image, the video most likely should be inset.
Display Device -A video display device can include a wide variety of items. However, for the purpose of determining whether or not inset video is necessary, the devices can be divided into adjustable and non-adjustable image displays. Adjustable image displays include most modern computer and video monitors. These display devices offer the ability to adjust the image size to fit completely inside the viewing area. Non-adjustable image displays, such as many standard televisions, do not offer image sizing. This means that a portion of the depicted image may be cropped from the available viewing area. If the final display device could potentially be a standard television, inset video may be necessary.
Primary Object Depiction -The purpose for insetting video is to ensure that none of the primary objects are cropped from the image by a standard television display.
If the primary objects depicted in the image have no chance of being cropped, inset video most likely will not be necessary. For example, if the digital images depict a driver's view of an oncoming vehicle along a straight road, the images most likely will not need to be inset because the on-coming vehicle will likely be positioned near the center of the screen. However, if the digital images depict a driver's view of a pedestrian walking out in front of the vehicle, it is likely that the video should be inset as the pedestrian may be cropped by a standard television.
RENDER IMAGE IN "SAFE AREA" -Insetting a video can be accomplished through a variety of animation and non-linear editing packages. One of the easiest methods for insetting video is to render each of the images to a hard drive at the maximum resolution for the final recording device. Then, the images can be texture mapped to a rectangle that fits inside a video "safe area" and rendered. Many animation packages come with defined "action safe areas" and "title safe areas." If the package being used does not utilize "safe areas," the following table can be used as a guideline.
PROCESS OF PIXEL COLOR ACQUISITION
A variety of image editing packages are available to measure the color assigned to pixels that define the appearance of a digitally depicted object. Some animators utilize highly saturated or bright colors to enhance an object in an inappropriate context. Though pixel color acquisition can be used to determine the color of an object resulting from a combination of surface, light and effect properties, extreme care should be taken when analyzing the collected data. Highly saturated and bright colors do exist in nature and the context of the digital images should be understood before describing the analyzed data in an adverse manner.
PROCESS OF ANIMATION REPLICATION
The last method of digital image analysis to be discussed is total replication of the opposition's animation. Depending on the characteristics of the case, it may be necessary to create an animation that closely resembles the digital images being analyzed. This allows the analyst to examine object motion and dimension in a side by side comparison. Though animation replication can be very tedious and costly, the results can be beneficial in validating digital images.
Original Image Action Safe Area Title Safe Area 640x480 575x435 510x385 720x486 648x438 575x390
AVAILABLE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
Contrary to the opinions previously reported [2, 5] 
CONCLUSION
The process of CRPP, as well as other analysis techniques such as pixel measurement, target projection, inset video, pixel color acquisition and animation replication, should be considered as a viable means of validating digital images. Because digital imagery is common in the accident reconstruction industry, technology such as CRPP is necessary if validation is to be performed accurately.
